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SUMMARY

18-68156

Disturbance
Domestic

North Oceanshore
Blvd lot 6

18-68138

Burglary –
Auto
Traffic Stop

Budfield Drive

18-68170

LarcenyShoplifter

Belle Terre Pkwy

18-68177

LarcenyShoplifter

Belle Terre Pkwy

18-68096

Crash-No
injuries

Waterview Dr.

18-68513

Disturbance
Domestic

Wellington Drive

O1 stated O2 smacked her hand this morning. O1 then changed her
story and stated O2 closed the bedroom door on her hand. There
was no marks on O1 and not enough evidence to make an arrest or
sign charges. O2 voluntarily left the residence for the afternoon.
V1 discovered that someone stole 2 gas cans and a concrete saw
from his toolbox, in the bed of his truck.
Deputy stopped a vehicle reference speeding. The driver O1
advised she had a firearm in her vehicle. Upon checking the S/N of
the firearm, TTY advised it was listed as stolen out of Amarillo, TX in
2013. O1 advised she purchased the firearm at Florida Gun
Exchange in Ormond Beach around December of 2015. Contact
was attempted at Florida Gun Exchange (closed) and with the
Amarillo PD. Further investigation forthcoming. The firearm and
ammunition was submitted into evidence.
Store management called reference a male walking into the store
and stealing 2 bottles of champagne ($109.98) and exiting the
store, passing all points of sale, without attempting to pay for the
items. Male appeared to be a white or Hispanic male. Video
surveillance was reviewed and a description was obtained for a
BOLO. While investigating this incident, it was learned the same
suspect entered the Publix (4950 Belle Terre Pkwy) Liquor Store a
short time after and committed a retail theft there as well (See case
#2018-61877). Suspect not known at this time.
Related to above incident, this time the male took 2 bottles of
Jonnie Walker valued at $103.98. He was seen getting into a
grey/blue Ford Taurus Station Wagon, the rear door had damage
and a yellow sticker. A local BOLO was sent, but the vehicle was
not located. Info was sent for a possible ATI
Upon arrival, the driver was standing outside of the vehicle. The
vehicle sustained disabling damage and was removed by Rogers
(Rotation Tow). The vehicle was not registered to the male on
scene and there were no wheel witnesses to the incident.
V1 reported that S1 had blocked her in the bathroom during an
argument. When she tried to get around him, Ransom slammed her
to the ground and began to strangle her. S1 left prior to LEO arrival,

18-68157

New Water Oak
Rd@Old Kings Rd

18-68169

Traffic Stop

McCormick Dr.

18-68132

Baker Act

Canal Ave

but was located on a traffic stop and was arrested for False
Imprisonment (domestic) and Strangulation (domestic).
Deputy conducted a traffic stop. The driver, S1, refused to identify
himself, and was confirmed through DAVID to be the RO of the
vehicle. S1 made several statements indicative of “Sovereign
Citizenship” and refused lawful orders by Deputies. While detaining
S1, S2 “Jane Doe” approached deputies from behind and impeded
traffic by standing in the road after multiple commands from
Deputies to back away and get out of the roadway. S1 arrested ref.
DWLS felony habitual/Resisting w/o. S2 arrested ref. resisting w/o.
An 86 year old female fell due to an unknown medical condition.
Deputies on scene determined that without medical treatment the
female will likely suffer from neglect and there was no one on
scene to care for her due to the only other occupant having a
severe mental handicap. DCF was notified and requested to make
an immediate response. DCF responded and agreed that the
female would suffer from neglect if not taken into custody and they
were unable to provide an immediate alternative to a Baker Act.
The female was placed under a Baker Act due to neglect and being
unable to care for herself. The female was transported to FHF by
Rescue 51.

